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Content 
More on love, on how loving God transmutes into realization. 

Someone asks about experiences. Eruch tells him some stuff, and then the topic came to 
Kirpal Singh. When Eruch was with KS, KS says, "Eruch when I was in the States there were 
many good Baba lovers, but I asked each of them if they had received the inner 
experience, and when I asked each one, none said they had had inner experiences. Why? 

Eruch responded that love was the important part. KS responded that inner experiences 
were like that pill on the path. 

Eruch said he didn't care for them, but KS says ought to have them. Why not ask Baba 
about whether he should give inner experiences. 

This is the longest form of the conversation between KS and Baba. Baba says to KS that 
with respect to inner experiences, "that portfolio is in your hands." 

Baba took KS to Kaikobad to talk about experiences. "He has such experiences as I have 
not even heard of." 

The experience is realizing your identity with the oversoul. Scratching your arm is also an 
experience, but has it any meaning behind it? 

Baba has warned them not to give meaning to experiences, except to acknowledge 
that they entrap you and distract you. But if you have them, make use of them, just like 
you use water to wash. 

Eruch gives someone some advice about his personal relationship to Baba. Don't be rigid 
about your following Baba. Give Him some opportunity to exercise His compassion, live a 
straight simple life, be His. Don't force yourself into discipline. There must be joy and 
delight in hearing His name, vs hearing his name due to some gadget like a parrot [a 
sound making machine]. Give a holiday to Baba, but not a vacation. 

"Taking suffering upon oneself to try to remember Him is not the thing." 

One time someone was given a private interview with Baba. He came to the hall only to 
find that it was full of people. This person was a VIP and he was restless with no time to 
waste. Looking at his wristwatch, Baba says, "You didn't want to ask me anything?" "You 
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think there are people around here? I am the only One -- they are not there." "If you had 
anything to tell Me, as something private, you could have opened your heart to me. There 
is nothing such as privacy -- I alone exist."  

At one time there were these rooms on top of the hill, but Baba made us bring down 
Manonash cabin, where I now stay. The models at the Trust are the original ones obtained 
from Agra. During Manonash and our wanderings, we had to carry them around with us. 
We came over here, we unpacked, and when he stopped wandering he came up the hill 
and started staying at the cabins, but after several days it was time to bring the cabins 
down. I used to [tape ends] 
 


